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Abstract  

Korean English Teachers’ Decision Making Processes in Scoring Middle 

School Students’ English Essays 

 

Min Hee Kang 

English Major, Dept. of Foreign Language Education  

The Graduate School of Seoul National University  

 

The primary goal of the present study is to examine Korean English 

teachers’ decision-making processes when scoring middle school students’ 

English essays. A total of nine Korean English teachers participated in this 

study and was asked to rate ten essays written on a scale of 10. During the 

scoring processes, they produced concurrent think-aloud protocols and the 

collected data was transcribed in full and then analyzed qualitatively.  

The analysis of the verbal reports revealed the following results. First, 

most of the raters were more oriented to judging grammatical accuracy than 

content when making scoring decisions. Second, the raters with longer 

teaching experiences were more likely to exhibit the characteristics of expert 

raters’ scoring behaviors, which were “creating a scoring rubric,” “showing 
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personal engagement with the writer,” and “displaying initial scanning of the 

whole essay.” In this line of reasoning, it was assumed that the length of 

teaching experience could be one of the major factors which contribute to the 

individual differences in scoring processes. Also, based on the analysis, 

Korean English teachers’ 12 key scoring behaviors were formulated and these 

were categorized by three strategies, judgement, macro-judgment and 

interpretation strategies. Also, judgement and interpretation strategies were 

further divided into three focuses, language, organization, and content focuses.  

In the end, this study will shed light on variability in EFL raters’ 

cognitive processes in scoring essays as well as common strategies found in 

the variability. Moreover, this is expected to help rater trainers to develop fair 

scoring protocols and settle down more reliable writing assessment systems 

in Korean school environments.  

Key Words: writing assessment, decision-making processes, cognitive 

processes, individual differences in writing assessment, scoring behavior, 

Korean English teachers  

Student Number: 2017-23606  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

The current research investigates Korean English teachers’ decision-

making processes while scoring students’ English essays. This introductory 

chapter provides the background, purpose, and outline of the study. Section 

1.1 discusses the factors that motivated this study. Section 1.2 identifies the 

research questions and Section 1.3 ends the chapter by outlining the overall 

organization of the thesis. 

1.1 The Motivation of the Study   

Ever since enhancing communicative competence has become the 

foci of English education, second language assessment has undergone rapid 

changes (J. Kim, 2017). Traditional language assessments, which involved 

pencil-and-paper tests and multiple-choice questions, are replaced by 

performance-based assessments (McNamara, 1996). 

Language performance assessments, especially measuring oral and 

writing proficiency, have gained much attention from the scholars as it 

necessarily involves human raters (Beck, Llosa, Black, & Giese, 2015; Sakyi, 

2000). Schaefer (2008) claimed that “essay rating is a complex and error-

prone cognitive process which introduces systematic variances in 
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performance ratings” (p. 466). This rater variability questions what is really 

involved in rater’s decision-making processes.  

Some scholars argued that there was only insufficient knowledge 

about the decision making or criteria which raters actually used to perform 

such evaluations (Cumming, 1990). In the similar vein, Barkaoui (2010) 

argued that despite the influences of a variety of factors on the rater’s 

decision-making processes, the previous studies have mainly focused on such 

aspects as task requirements or essay-related features.  

Still to date, the exact nature of the constructs that the raters assess 

remains uncertain and the rating scales used to measure the participants’ 

proficiency are yet too imprecise and broadly defined (Cumming, Kantor, & 

Powers, 2002). To address the issues about scoring processes and how rating 

scales are interpreted by the human raters, many researchers (Crisp, 2008, 

2012; Cumming et al., 2002; McNamara, 1996; Milanovic, Saville, & 

Shuhong, 1996; Vaughan, 1991) have sought to explore rater cognition.  

Bejar (2012, p. 4) defined rater cognition as “the systematic studies 

of different factors that could affect the scoring process.” Largely, those 

different factors could be categorized in two sides: rater-internal and rater-

external factors. More specifically, Eckes (2008) reported that rater-internal 
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factors include the following features: the degree to which rater comply with 

the scoring rubric, the way raters interpret criteria, the degree of severity or 

leniency, the understanding and use of rating scale categories, and the degree 

of consistent application of rating criteria. On the other hand, rater-external 

factors encompass such features as rating scales or test prompts (McNarama, 

1996). Schaefer (2008) argued that rater-external factors could be reduced 

with the test developers’ efforts, but rater-internal factors were more likely to 

persist even after extensive rater training.  

Ultimately, for the valid use of performance test results, more 

thorough examinations into rater cognition are required. Especially it is on 

high demand in the Korean EFL context. S. Kim (1999) argued that studies 

of assessing essays written in the first language have been conducted well and 

deep enough, but that of assessing essays written in the second/foreign 

language has a short history despite its complicatedness and necessity. 

Similarly, Cumming et al. (2002) figured out that the groups of raters differed 

in their evaluation of writing according to their cultural backgrounds and the 

genres of writings being assessed. 

In this regard, this study aims to investigate Korean English teachers' 

rating processes by looking into their scoring behaviors manifested during 
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scoring processes. The qualitative analysis of the verbal reports will specify 

the writing constructs the Korean English teachers more attended to and 

unveil the detailed scoring processes they went through in arriving at the final 

decisions. This qualitative study is expected to benefit the researchers who 

seek to have a better understanding of Korean English teachers’ writing 

scoring procedures and help rater trainers to provide more effective guidance 

for teachers.   

1.2 Research Question  

 The specific research question that guides the current study is as 

follows. 

1. What strategies do the Korean English teachers often use when 

making scoring decisions?  

It will be investigated by qualitatively analyzing nine EFL teachers’ verbal 

protocols that were collected during the scoring processes. This research 

question will provide opportunities to understand rating processes and how 

the scoring decisions are made.  
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1.3 Organization of the Thesis  

The current thesis consisted of five chapters. The present chapter, 

Chapter 1, explains the factors that motivated the researcher to explore this 

subject and presents the research question it aims to address. Chapter 2 

introduces the theoretical frameworks that shaped this study, that is, the 

precedent studies regarding the rater cognition and their scoring behaviors. 

Chapter 3 describes the research methodology implemented in this study, 

presenting the participant profiles, and data collection and data analysis 

procedures. Chapter 4 displays the results and discussion points of the study. 

Chapter 5 concludes the thesis by summarizing the major findings and 

discussing pedagogical implications.  
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Chapter 2. Review of Literature 

In this chapter, literature related to the present study is reviewed. 

Section 2.1 introduces and reviews the previous research on rater cognition 

and the related issues. Then, Section 2.2 explains factors influencing rater 

variability. Section 2.3 is going to delve into EFL raters’ scoring behaviors, 

and lastly the gaps in the literature will be discussed in Section 2.4.  

2.1 Rater Cognition and the Related Issues  

The entire cognitive process that raters go through in the course of 

assessment is termed as “rater cognition” and Eckes, T., Muller-Karabil, A., 

and Zimmerman, S. (2016) defined it as “the attentional, perceptual, and 

judgemental processes involved when raters award scores to examinees” (p. 

156). The study of rater cognition is necessitated as it can explain the possible 

sources of rater variability and be the grounds for validation arguments for 

writing assessments.  

Some researchers pointed out the significance of studying “validity” 

in the use of performance-based assessment. Connor-Linton (1995) reported 

that “writing assessment research focused on improving the reliability of 

rating scales and procedures, potentially at the cost of the ratings’ validity” (p. 
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762). Lumley (2005) made similar points. He argued like the following.  

 

“while the pursuit of reliability remains an essential 

consideration researchers have also pointed out, over a period 

of time, how the validity of performance assessment has been 

insufficiently addressed […]. Questioning the role of reliability 

was an insufficient condition for validity in the context of 

performance assessment” (p. 247). 

 

As pointed out by the above scholars, obtaining high levels of reliability does 

not guarantee the validity of the assessments. In order to comprehend what 

the ratings really mean and make use of the results in a reasonable way, it is 

required to understand what the raters are actually doing and why they are 

doing it during writing assessments. In the ensuing sections, the studies of 

rater cognition will be explored for the aim of addressing the issues related to 

validity.  
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2.1.1. Rater Cognition Model   

A number of research have tried to make a prototypical model for 

how raters come to make scoring decisions. This study introduces three major 

rater cognition models (Freedman & Calfee, 1983; Sakyi, 2000; Wolfe, 1997).  

First, Freedman and Calfee’s (1983) “information-processing model 

of holistic raters” explains how raters articulate evaluative decisions of 

written compositions. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. An Information-Processing Model of Rating a Composition 

(Freedman & Calfee, 1983, cited in Sakyi, 2000, p. 131) 
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In information-processing model, raters come to create text images in 

working memory by receiving information made by the interactions of 

reading, evaluating, and monitoring processes. The constructed text images 

are later stored in long-term memory and used as the basis for articulating 

evaluative decisions. According to Knoch (2009), the most important aspect 

of this model is that the raters make scoring decisions based on constructed 

text images, not actual texts. In other words, each rater can arrive at different 

evaluative decisions about the same texts based on how they perceive and 

comprehend them.  

Yet, Barkaoui (2010) criticized this model for its linear sequences of 

scoring processes where the raters read the essays, form a mental 

representation of it, and then articulate a rating decision. He refuted that the 

scoring sequences exhibit rather recursive patterns where the raters go back 

and forth each stage.  

Second, Wolfe (1997) sophisticated Freedman and Calfee’s (1983) 

model by suggesting two features: a framework of scoring and a framework 

of writing. Figure 2.2 illustrates this idea.  
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Figure 2.2. Wolfe’s Model of Scorer Cognition (1997, p. 89) 

 

The framework of writing is regarded with how raters perceive essay-

related features such as appearance, organization, and storytelling of the essay. 

This, together with texts, affects the framework of scoring, which refers to 

raters’ processing actions such as interpretation, evaluation, and justification 

processes. By going through the framework of scoring, raters get to create 

text images independently, which are later used as the basis for generating 

scoring decisions. The principal idea of making evaluative decisions about 

the essays not far from what was proposed in Freedman and Calfee’s (1983) 

information-processing model.  
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What should be noted here is that framework of scoring occurs based 

on raters’ perception of framework of writing. In other words, how the raters 

interpret and evaluate given essays are influenced by how they perceive the 

levels of the essays. Also, the created text images affect back to framework 

of scoring. This is in line with Barkaoui’s (2010) claim, which is scoring 

processes exhibit recursive patterns where raters go back and forth each stage.  

Lastly, Sakyi (2000) contended that still there is only limited 

information and evidence about how raters decide the levels of learners’ 

writing ability and suggested an alternative rater cognition model. Based on 

the collected verbal protocols from six experienced raters, he suggested “a 

tentative model of holistic scoring process,” as illustrated in Figure 2.3.  

 

 

Figure 2.3 A Tentative Model Showing Factors Affecting Holistic Scores of 

Written Compositions (Sakyi, 2000, p. 146) 
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To illustrate, raters mostly attend to content-related and language-related 

factors during writing assessment. These factors interact each other, creating 

a general impression of a particular essay. The general impression is also 

influenced by raters’ personal biases, expectations, and monitoring factors. 

All the features in circles play parts in arriving at holistic scores.   

The three studies commonly support the idea that individual raters 

comprehend given texts differently and articulate scoring decisions based on 

their perception. Among these three models, this study mainly adopts Wolfe 

(1997)’s model of scorer cognition as it can explain the aspects of writing 

raters more attended to and how it affects scoring decisions.  

2.2 Factors Influencing Rater Variability   

The above section discussed the general cognitive patterns raters 

exhibit during scoring processes. This section is going to examine the 

probable factors that deviate raters from the desirable paths. Eckes (2008) 

defined rater variability as “the variability that is associated with 

characteristics of the raters, but not with the performance of examinees” (p. 

155) and rater variability tended to persist even after extensive rater training. 

Cho (2014) claimed that figuring out the sources of rater variability and 
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reducing them are required for better writing assessment procedures.  

Largely, there are two sources of rater variability: rater-internal and 

rater-external factors. As this study aims to investigate the effects of rater-

internal factors, this will be the main focus of the discussion in Section 2.2.1.  

2.2.1 Rater-Internal Factors  

The precedent studies have reported that reading styles (Crisp, 2012; 

Milanovic et al., 1996; Vaughan, 1991), rater bias (Eckes, 2008; Engelhard, 

1994), and the amount of writing assessment experiences (Cumming, 1990; 

Huot, 1993; Wolfe, Kao, & Ranny, 1998) are the three main sources of rater 

variability. In the following sections, each factor is going to be described in 

depth.  

2.2.1.1 Rater’s Reading Styles  

Reading is the most fundamental processes that occur during writing 

assessment and thus, reading behaviors are directly associated with how raters 

evaluate the essays (Barkaoui, 2010; Crisp, 2012; Vaughan, 1991). This 

current research is going to suggest three perspectives toward raters’ reading 

styles.  
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First, Vaughan (1991) explored rater cognition by analyzing think-

aloud protocols of six experienced native English and EFL raters and 

proposed five reading styles as in Table 2.1.  

 

Table 2.1  

Five Reading Styles (Vaughan, 1991, p. 118) 

 

The configuration of five reading styles is expected help categorize rater types 

and figure out their scoring tendencies.  

Similarly, Milanovic et al. (1996) suggested four reading-marking 

styles: the principled two-scan/read, the pragmatic two-scan/read, read 

through, and the provisional mark approach. First, “the principled two-

scan/read” refers to an initial scanning of composition for length and 

appearance followed by the second reading to confirm if first judgement is 

correct. Second, “the pragmatic two-scan/read” is to read the scripts twice 

1. The single-focus approach: To approach writing assessment with the rater’s own  
existing methods  

2. The first impression dominating approach: The first positive or negative impression that 
the marker received influences the whole marking session 

3. The two-category strategies: To focus on two constructs such as content and grammar 
or content and organization   

4. The laughing rater: To consider the writer is immature or non-native and have a negative 
impression on the essay   

5. The grammar-oriented rater: To focus on mostly on grammatical features on the essay  
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before assigning a mark to the script. Shaw and Weir (2007) noted that this 

reading style occurs only when the marker encountered difficulties in the 

script or in the marking environment and had to re-read to determine a mark. 

Third, “read through” is reading through a script to pick up its good and bad 

points. Lastly, “the provisional mark approach” is characterized by a single 

reading of a script, but with a break in the marking flow. This is done to 

discover whether the rest of the script confirms or denies the initial 

assessment of merits. The raters opt to utilize particular reading styles based 

on their prior experiences.  

On the other hand, Wiseman (2012) put forward somewhat different 

perspectives about raters’ reading styles. Unlike the above two researchers 

who categorized reading styles and presented its relations with the marking 

strategies, he argued the impact of “rater as reader” on judgments of essays. 

This is to say, raters of essays written in the second language are readers and 

consistently making expectations about the essay. He added that considering 

the nature of reading process, raters’ expectations are as important as the 

quality of text itself. This reading behavior is also referred to as “the 

personalization of the examinee,” “sympathetic reading of the essay,” or 

“rater involvement or engagement with the essay.” According to Huot (1993), 
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“rater as reader” is typically exhibited by expert raters.  

2.2.1.2 Rater Bias   

“Rater bias” is also considered to attribute to rater variability (Cho, 

2014; Eckes, 2008; Engelhard, 1994; McNamara & Lumley, 1995). 

Engelhard (1994) defined rater bias as “the tendency on the part of raters to 

consistently provide ratings that are lower or higher than warranted by student 

performances” (p. 98). Also, according to McNamara and Lumley (1995), 

rater bias is to be harsh on certain constructs perceived more important and 

lenient for the constructs perceived less important. Wigglesworth (1993) 

figured out that some raters were especially harsher when rating such features 

as grammar, fluency, or vocabulary.  

Schaefer (2008) pointed out that the studies of bias analysis can 

increase inter-rater reliability. That is, the understanding of each rater’s 

unique scoring patterns enhances rater-consistency by helping the raters to 

use the rating scales in a more consistent fashion. Ultimately, this is expected 

to increase fairness, accuracy, and the validity of assessments.  

2.2.1.3. The Amount of Writing Assessment Experiences  

 Many researchers found that the amount of experiences in writing 
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assessment influences the raters’ scoring performances. Huot (1993) defined 

expert raters as those who had extensive experiences in holistic scoring and 

novice raters as those who were not given rater training or did not have 

experiences in writing assessments. His study revealed the following results. 

First, expert raters exhibited plentiful instances of expressing personal 

engagement with the writer than novice raters. Second, expert raters were 

directed in terms of the elements they were assessing, whereas the focuses of 

novice raters’ comments were varied. Lastly, expert raters exhibited fluent 

reading processes, but novice raters’ reading processes were interrupted a lot.  

In Cumming’s (1990) study, experienced raters were collected from 

teachers with more than seven years of experiences in ESL composition 

instructions, meanwhile, novice raters were selected from a student-teacher 

group with no prior teaching and scoring experiences. Through verbal report 

analysis, the researcher figured out several distinctive scoring behaviors 

found across experienced raters. First, they envisioned the situation of the 

writer, and second, they directed their own reading processes toward the key 

criteria in the texts. Third, they reflected and summarized their rating 

judgements collectively. On the contrary, novice raters were more involved 

with editing phrases and classifying errors than did experienced raters.  
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Furthermore, Cumming et al. (2002) figured out some differences in 

scoring sequences between the two rater groups. That is, experienced raters 

started the scoring processes by scanning the overall layout such as length, 

neatness of handwriting, or paragraphing. Then, they judged grammaticality, 

comprehensibility, and rhetorical organizations while reading essays in detail. 

For the last stage, they monitored their initial judgements and articulated the 

final decisions. Table 2.2 displays the experienced raters’ scoring processes.  

 

Table 2.2  

A Prototypical Sequence of Decision Making while Writing Assessment, 

Cumming et al. (2002, p. 74). 

1 
Scan the composition for surface-level identification, such as length, format, 
paragraphing, script (typed or handwritten)  

2 

Engage in interpretation strategies and read essays while exerting certain judgement 
strategies 
   a. classifying error types  

b. identifying comprehensibility  
c. interpreting rhetorical strategies 
d. envisioning the situation and personal viewpoint of the writer    

3 Articulate a scoring decision, while summarizing and reinterpreting judgements.  

 

Lastly, in Wolfe et al.’s (1998) study, experienced raters turned out to 

show a higher degree of intra-rater agreement. This was possible because the 

extensive experiences in scoring assessment shaped the raters’ internalized 
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scoring rubric, which in most cases corresponded to predetermined scoring 

rubric. On the contrary, less proficient raters manifested self-generated 

perspectives toward the scoring rubric and exhibited a lower level of intra-

rater reliability.  

In short, the scoring behaviors of the raters with extensive 

experiences in writing assessment can be summarized as the following: 

personal engagement with the writer, envisioning the writer’s situations, 

directedness to the key criteria of writing, and higher degree of intra-rater 

agreement. On the other hand, the novice raters were characterized by 

interrupted reading flow, varied foci of assessment, and the orientation to 

grammatical features.   

So far, rater-internal factors were explored in terms of reading style, 

rater bias, and the amount of writing assessment experiences. In the following 

section, the experienced EFL raters’ scoring behaviors are going to be 

explored to set the grounds for the analysis of Korean English teachers’ 

scoring behaviors.   

2.3 EFL Raters’ Scoring Behaviors  

The precedent studies related to second language studies have 
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investigated EFL raters’ scoring behaviors through the comparison with the 

native English raters. For instance, Kobayashi and Rinnert’s (1996) research 

on Japanese teachers of English reported the following results. First, Japanese 

raters were more lenient in assessing linguistic features than did native 

English raters as they lacked in native intuition and could not detect as much 

unnatural expressions as native raters did. Second, in general, Japanese raters 

gave higher holistic scores than native raters did. Third, rhetorical patterns, 

which are largely influenced by culture, affected the writing assessment the 

most. Even though Japanese raters were assessing English compositions, they 

preferred Japanese rhetorical patterns and gave higher grades to them.  

As a similar line of research, Lee and Choe (2012) compared the 

scoring behaviors between native English teachers and Korean English 

teachers. They revealed the following three distinctive scoring tendencies 

between the two groups. First, the Korean teachers gave higher scores than 

did the native speakers in both holistic and analytic scoring, and the 

differences were statistically significant. Second, the native raters utilized 

their native intuitions to judge linguistic features of the writing, while the 

Korean raters did not. Third, both groups treated the logical flow of ideas as 

the most important criterion, but the Korean raters were more sensitive to 
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judging linguistic features of essays. This study supports the idea that the 

raters from different background and prior experiences displayed 

distinguishable scoring patterns.  

Cho (2003) compared native English and Korean English teachers’ 

scoring processes and their use of rating criteria shown during writing 

assessment. The participants were asked to grade English compositions in 

four categories such as content, organization, language, and fluency and the 

different scoring behaviors of the two groups were revealed as follows.  

First, Korean raters exhibited repeated use of reading and 

interpretation strategies, which was not often observed in native raters. 

Second, native raters mostly devoted to ideational and rhetorical features of 

the essays, while Korean raters were more involved in interpreting scoring 

rubric and detecting linguistic errors. Third, rater variables were found even 

within the Korean rater group. This is to say that, the Korean raters with 

different backgrounds and prior experiences, performed differently to a great 

extent. Thus, the scoring processes of non-native raters with different 

personal backgrounds should be interpreted with careful caution.  

Lastly, Shin (2015) contrasted the scoring tendencies of experienced 

native English and experienced Korean English teachers. The Rasch analysis 
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found that the two groups were not statistically distinguished in terms of rater 

bias, severity, the amount of attention devoted to writing constructs, and the 

grades. This is to say, EFL raters with plentiful knowledge and experiences in 

writing assessment are expected to perform like native raters. This also 

implies the necessity of providing less experienced English teachers with 

considerable opportunities to accumulate experiences and knowledge in 

writing assessment. 

So far, the previous literature on scoring behaviors of native English 

raters and EFL English teachers were compared. In short, non-native raters 

mostly employed reading and interpretation strategies and were more oriented 

to detecting grammatical errors while grading essays. Nevertheless, the EFL 

raters with broad knowledge and experiences in writing assessment are 

expected to demonstrate native-like writing assessment performances.  

2.4 Gaps in the Literature  

The review of previous literature has identified the two areas that 

need more exhaustive investigations. First of all, the Korean English teachers’ 

decision-making processes and the aspects of writing they attend to require 

more detailed discussions. Even though Korean English raters’ scoring 
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behaviors were studied through the comparison with native raters, their latent 

cognitive processes, i.e., how they construct internalized scoring rubric and 

apply it to the essays, are under-researched. Secondly, Korean English 

teachers’ scoring behaviors shown on middle school students’ essays are not 

much investigated. Most precedent literature has dealt with scoring processes 

manifested on relatively high-level essays, which were written by under-

graduate students or test-takers for TOEFL test. As the quality of written 

compositions affects the raters’ scoring behaviors, middle school students’ 

essays can bring about different results.  

Therefore, this study attempts to fill in these two gaps through 

qualitative analysis of think-aloud protocols. Detailed examinations of the 

Korean EFL teachers’ scoring processes will enrich the understanding of the 

complicated decision-making procedures of writing assessment.  
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Chapter 3. Methodology  

This chapter contains the discussion of the methodological approach 

and research design employed to explore the research question set forth in 

Chapter 1. This chapter includes four sections that describe participant 

recruitments, employed instruments, the general research procedures, and 

data collection and analysis.  

3.1 Participants   

A total of nine raters was recruited using an online noticeboard. A 

recruitment notice was posted on an online community site of which English 

teachers are members nationwide and all participants voluntarily applied for 

this study. Their background information was collected through a preliminary 

survey.   

3.1.1. Preliminary Survey  

The preliminary survey included questions about a variable that 

might influence Korean EFL teachers’ writing assessment performances. The 

variable considered for this study was the different experiential backgrounds 

about the writing assessment. Many articles (Eckes, 2008; Huot, 1993; Sakyi, 
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2000; Wiseman, 2012; Wolfe et al., 1998) claimed that raters’ different 

backgrounds contribute to the individual rating processes and utilization of 

the scoring rubrics. More specifically, it was argued that the raters who had 

broad experiences in scoring procedures and received extensive training 

performed differently from those who had not in terms of the qualitative 

analysis of scoring behaviors. In this study, the length of teaching career, 

experiences of writing assessment, and the amount of any training the 

participants had taken were treated as the possible sources of the raters’ 

experiential backgrounds. 

3.2 Instruments  

3.2.1 Writing Samples 

 Ten writing samples were collected from ten students attending a 

middle school in Seoul during the second week of June 2019. They were all 

members of an English club and took a writing test in an after-school program. 

Their English proficiency levels ranged from intermediate to advanced based 

on their school records. Also, most of them mentioned that they have received 

extra private English education to improve their proficiency. 
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As a related topic with the textbook, students were asked to write an 

autobiography, assuming that they are at their 80s. While writing the essay, 

students were free to ask questions regarding grammatical features and 

expressions to be used to teacher and/or peers. They were also allowed to use 

teacher’s laptop computer to look for unknown words but not allowed to use 

personal electronic devices or to refer to any online translators.  

When writing the essay, the instructor asked the students to fulfill 

two requirements. First, the essay should be more than 150 words, and second, 

it should include three grammatical features covered in the textbook, which 

were “non-restrictive relative pronoun,” “relative pronoun what,” and 

“present perfect progressive.” Some students highlighted on the required 

grammatical features to make them noticeable (refer to Appendix 1 for the 

students’ English essays). However, the presence of these two requirements 

were not said to the raters.  

3.3 Scoring Procedure  

The raters, recruited through an online community site at the end of 

June 2019, completed a preliminary survey. They were then requested to 

grade students’ writings and produce concurrent think-aloud protocols by the 
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end of July. In what follows, more detailed explanations on scoring 

procedures and producing verbal reports are going to be provided. 

3.3.1 Scoring Processes and Think-Aloud Protocols  

The nine raters who agreed to participate in the study were asked to 

employ holistic scoring procedures in assessing students’ essays. Park (2006, 

p. 65) summarizes holistic scoring method as the following.  

 

A rater assigns a single score to a text based on the overall 

impression of the text. This scoring method reflects the idea 

that writing is a unidimensional entity and can be captured by 

a single scale which integrates the inherent qualities of the 

writing. 

 

Barkaoui (2010) pointed out that during holistic scoring raters have to weight 

certain traits and combine the assessments of the different traits to arrive at a 

scoring decision. Considering the research question of this study, which is to 

figure out the strategies often used and the constructs more attended to when 
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deciding the levels of the written composition, the holistic scoring method 

was the proper scoring method to be utilized.  

During the course of holistic scoring, the participants were asked to 

generate concurrent think-aloud protocols. Ericsson and Simon (1980) were 

the first who claimed the usefulness of think-aloud protocols in qualitative 

analysis of research. They argued as in the below.  

  

One of the most direct and widely used methods to gain 

information about subject's internal state is to instruct them to 

think aloud or talk aloud. With this procedure, the heeded 

information may be verbalized either through direct 

articulation or by verbal encoding of information that was 

originally stored in a nonverbal code. (p. 219)   

 

Sakyi (2000) highlighted the effectiveness of applying think-aloud 

protocols in the studies of writing assessment. He put that think-aloud 

protocols had the potential of providing rich information on the mental 

processes of holistic raters as they read and score essays. Following this 
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viewpoint, a considerable amount of literature had utilized think-aloud 

protocols in their studies of writing assessments (Cumming, 1990, Cumming 

et al., 2002; Huot, 1993; Lumley, 2005; Milanovic et al., 1996; Sakyi, 2000; 

Vaughan, 1991; Wolfe et al., 1998).  

 In the current study, the following measures were taken to help 

participants better carry out think-aloud protocols. First, the researcher 

provided all the raters with a voice recorded file of think-aloud demonstration 

to help them get a picture of how it goes. Plus, not to bias the raters’ actual 

scoring procedures, the demonstration was conducted about a subject 

unrelated to the target task, which was to explain how to use an e-book. 

Second, the raters were directed not to look over the papers before starting 

scoring. Third, they were told not to make pauses for more than three seconds, 

just to make sure to speak out every detail of their thoughts. Fourth, the raters 

were requested to score the essays in the given order that had been provided 

to them in order to prevent any ordering effect on their ratings. Milanovic et 

al. (1996) mentioned that a random order of scripts could function as another 

variable during the assessment. Lastly, all participants completed the think-

aloud protocols individually at the participant’s home. This was done to allow 
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them to have enough time to verbalize and to minimize researcher effects on 

the participants’ performance. 

3.4 Data Collection and Analysis  

Table 3.1 illustrates the general outline of data collection and analysis 

procedures.  

 

Table 3.1 

The General Outline of Data Collection and Analysis  

Stage Data Collection Analysis 

1 Preliminary Survey  

Qualitative Analysis  
2 Scoring and producing verbal reports   

3 Data transcription and translation  

4 Data coding and analysis  

 

For the first phase of the research, the background information was 

gathered through the preliminary survey, then, concurrent verbal reports were 

collected in the second stage. The verbal reports were produced in Korean to 

facilitate the raters’ thought processes. At the third stage, the researcher 

transcribed the verbal reports and then translated them into English. At the 
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last stage, the translated data were segmented by idea units and coded by 

scoring behaviors. The detailed procedures of segmenting the data and 

constructing coding schemes are described in Section 3.4.1. 

3.4.1. Data Coding and Analysis  

The raters’ voice-recorded verbal reports ranged from the minimum 

of 20 minutes to the maximum of 36 minutes in length. The transcribed files 

were parsed into idea units, which were defined as “a message segment 

consisting of a topic and comment that is separated from contiguous units 

syntactically and/or intonationally” (Ellis & Barkhuizen, 2005, p. 154, cited 

from Lintunen & Makila, 2014). Also, Panos (2015) explained some 

distinguishing features of idea units. First, idea units are segmented by either 

a falling or rising intonation. Second, idea units are delimited by pauses, and 

lastly, they are expressed in a single clause formed by a verbal predicate and 

the phrases associated with it.  

When applying these criteria to the collected data, the researcher 

made some modifications as the data was produced in Korean. First, 

contouring intonations were not considered during parsing procedures since 

Korean language sentences do not often include sentential intonations. Also, 

pauses more than three seconds were considered as a dividing point between 
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clauses. Third, repetitive lines were not counted as a single idea unit. The 

segmented idea units were grouped by similar focus, which was later used to 

form individual scoring behaviors. This led to the construction of a total of 12 

key scoring behaviors in the end.  
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Chapter 4. Results and Discussion 

This chapter presents the results of the qualitative analysis 

implemented in order to address the research question: What strategies do the 

Korean English teachers often use when scoring essays? Section 4.1 describes 

the results of the preliminary survey and Section 4.2 presents each rater’s 

scoring characteristics. Then, Section 4.3 summarizes the key 12 scoring 

behaviors derived from the analysis and this chapter concludes with 

discussion points drawn from the research findings in Section 4.4.  

4.1. The Analysis of the Preliminary Survey 

All the nine participants’ background information was gathered 

through the preliminary survey. The four questions provided to the 

participants are described in Table 4.1.  

Table 4.1 

Survey Questions  

1) How long have you been teaching English?  
2) How much proportion does the writing assessment account for the whole 

performance-based assessment? Please answer in percentage (%).  
3) Have you taken any teacher training courses or lectures related to writing 

assessment? If you have, please describe them specifically.    
4) What do you think is the most important thing to consider during writing 

assessment?  
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The questions 1 and 2 were implemented to see the participants’ prior 

experiences in teaching and assessing writing and the question 3 to check the 

amount of trainings that they had taken so far. The last question was employed 

to figure out the participants’ perceived significance of writing constructs. 

Table 4.2 summarizes their responses.  

 

Table 4.2 

Raters’ Responses to the Preliminary Survey 

Rater 

(1) Experiences of Writing 
Assessment (2) Experiences of 

receiving 
assessment-related 

courses  

(3) Perceived 
Importance of 

Writing Construct 
The length of 

teaching 
career  

 Writing 
assessment 

portion  

A 3 years 10-20% 
 Taken 1-2 classes 
of assessment in 

general in college  
Content 

B 0.6 years 50% None  Intelligibility 

C 3.9 years 75% None Coherence, grammar, 
vocabulary 

D 0.8 years 10% None  Intelligibility  

E 2 years 25% 
Taken one writing 
assessment class in 

graduate school 
Grammar and content 

F 6 years 50% 
Taken one language 
assessment class in 

college 

Grammatical 
correctness  

G 11 years 40% 

Taken 2-3 teacher 
training sessions 
about process-

oriented assessment 

Setting a rubric, 
objective scoring, 

notifying test-takers 
of scoring criteria  

H 7 years 60% 

Taken 10 classes of 
writing assessment 
throughout college, 

graduate school, 
and teacher training 

The variety use of 
vocabularies, 

expression of ideas, 
and grammar is not 

that important  
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Note. All the participants’ names were replaced with alphabetical letters to 

conceal the information of the raters extraneous to the study.  

  

The characteristics of the participants can be summarized in two ways. First, 

the raters’ experiential backgrounds varied to a great degree in terms of the 

length of their teaching career and experiences in writing assessment. That is, 

the length of the raters’ teaching experiences ranged from 0.6 to 11 years and 

writing assessment accounted for 10-75 percentages of the whole 

performance-based assessment. Secondly, the raters showed different 

thoughts about the perceived significance of writing constructs. Specifically, 

five participants considered “content related features” as the most important 

construct, one participant “grammar,” two participants “content and grammar,” 

and one participant “reliable scoring processes.” In what follows, all 

participants’ think-aloud protocols are going to be thoroughly examined in 

association with their responses to the preliminary survey.  

 

sessions  

I 5 years 60% 

Taken one process-
oriented writing 
class in graduate 

school 

Content and 
creativity  
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4.2. Think-Aloud Protocol Analysis   

In this section, descriptive accounts of a total of nine participants’ 

think-aloud protocols are going to be presented. Each of the following 

subsections consists of two parts: raters’ background information and scoring 

strategies utilized during scoring processes. From Section 4.2.1 to Section 

4.2.9 deal with the qualitative analysis of individual raters’ verbal reports and 

a summary of the analysis is suggested in Section 4.2.10.  

4.2.1. Characteristics of Rater A and Her Scoring Processes 

Rater A, a female English teacher who had three years of teaching 

experience at middle school, reported that “content” is the most important 

trait to be considered when scoring essays. The preliminary survey revealed 

this rater’s insufficient amount of experiences in writing assessment 

compared to other participants. That is, currently, writing assessment 

accounted for only 10-20% of the whole performance-based assessment and 

it was usually done through filling in the blanks. Also, she put that she had 

received one class about language assessment in college.  

The inspection of Rater A’s think-aloud protocols displays her unique 

scoring behaviors in the following aspects. First, reading and interpreting 
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essays were conducted at sentential levels, which is usually followed by 

linguistic judgments. This is to say, she lacked in holistic comprehension and 

judgements of the content. The excerpt 1 illustrates her reading style.  

 

Excerpt 1. Rater A, 10th essay  

First of all, the title is “meaningful life” um..... So, the first 

letters of each word should be capitalized. In the third line, 

this student wrote “I went to English kindergarten when 

elementary school.” A transition word “then” should be used 

for the natural connection of the two sentences. Also, in the 

fifth line, the definitive article “the” should be used in front 

of “high school.”  

 

As shown in the above excerpt, she tended to read essays line by line, while 

making linguistic judgements on such features as article use or the 

appropriateness of expressions. Second, when evaluating the quality of the 

content, Rater A mostly considered “cohesion” and “elaborated description” 

as important traits than others. The excerpt 2 displays her concerns.   
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Excerpt 2. Rater A, 3rd Essay  

Overall, even though life events were vividly described, I 

think I can give only six points to this one because of many 

grammatical mistakes and low levels of cohesion. 

 

The excerpt 2 manifests Rater A’s concerns about grammatical accuracy, 

cohesion, and elaborated description when deciding scores. Third, she rated 

the levels of the essays by mentioning good and deduction points by three 

focuses: language, content, and organization. More specifically, she started 

scoring processes by mentioning the overall organization of the essay and 

then judged grammaticality and idea development while reading through the 

compositions. At the end of the scoring processes, she decided how many 

points to take off from the full marks. Rater A’s entire scoring processes were 

summarized in Table 4.3.  
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Table 4.3 

Rater A’s Scoring Processes  

 
Scoring Process Point 

deducti
on Language focus  Content focus  Organization 

focus 

1 

Good 
Points Cohesion   

Deduction 
Points   

The lack of 
elaborated 
description  

No title -1 

2 

Good 
Points 

The use of 
transition words 
Not many 
grammatical 
errors 

Detailed 
description of life 
events 

  

Deduction 
Points   Short length -1 

3 

Good 
Points     

Deduction 
Points  

Wrong verb tense 

Long sentences 
Repetition   -4 

4 

Good 
Points  Cohesion Text format  

Deduction 
Points  

Grammatical 
errors 

  -1 

5 

Good 
Points     

Deduction 
Points  

Grammatical 
errors 

Bland storyline  -4 

6 

Good 
Points  

Elaborated 
description 
Cohesion 

  

Deduction 
Points  

Grammatical 
errors 

 Short length -2 

7 Good 
Points Rich expression 

Elaborated 
description 
Coherence  

Text format  
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Deduction 
Points  Spelling mistake  No title  -1 

8 

Good 
Points  Elaborated 

description 
  

Deduction 
Points  

Low level of 
coherence in the 
first paragraph 

  -1 

9 

Good 
Points  Elaborated 

description 
  

Deduction 
Points  

Spelling mistake 

Unnatural 
expressions 

  -1 

10 

Good 
Points Rich expressions 

Elaborated 
description 
Cohesion 

  

Deduction 
Points  Cohesion   -0.5 

 

Rater A’s scoring processes showed that linguistic elements 

influenced more on her scoring decisions than did content and organization. 

Even if she reported on the preliminary survey that “content” is the most 

important construct to be considered when deciding the quality of the essay, 

linguistic elements were revealed to have greater effects than content. When 

asked about the reason for this during retrospective interview, she mentioned 

that she believed the delivery of message bears the primary importance in 

writing assessment from the aspects of communicative competence, however, 

when actually doing the scoring, it was hard to decide the comparative levels 
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of each essays because it could be subjective by rater. Thus, she got to resort 

more to linguistic features for scoring.  

Another point to make here is that she did not apply the same 

perspectives to all essays. This is to say, instead of setting a standardized 

scoring rubric, she evaluated the quality of the essay by deducting points 

when she noticed erroneous or unnatural features. This, consequently, would 

increase rater variability during scoring processes.  

4.2.2. Characteristics of Rater B and Her Scoring Processes 

Rater B, a female English teacher, has worked as English teacher for 

less than a year. She mentioned that 50% of performance-based assessment 

was conducted through writing assessments, which usually required students 

to write a short sentence. She reported that “intelligibility” is the most 

important construct to be measured during writing assessment. Table 4.4 

illustrates her underlying scoring processes.  
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Table 4.4 

Rater B’s Scoring Processes  

 
Scoring Process Point 

deducti
on  Language focus  Content focus  Organization 

focus 

1 

Good 
points Collocation use    

How to 
improve     

Deduction 
Points  

The lack of 
description of the 
life in old age  

 -1 

2 

Good 
Points 

Expression use  
Present perfect 

progressive use   
   

How to 
improve  

The addition of 
preposition “in” after 
the verb “succeed”   

·More elaborated 
description    

Deduction 
Points    

3 

Good 
Points  Collocation use    

How to 
improve 

Neat handwriting  
Deletion of “be 

verb” in “when I was 
grown up”  

·More elaborated 
description    

Deduction 
Points 

The lack of required 
grammatical elements 

The lack of 
description of the 
life in old age 

 -2 

4 

Good 
Points Expression use   The use of 

signal words  
 

How to 
improve 

The past tense use 
The addition of 

transition 
word/preposition   

   

Deduction 
Points     

5 

Good 
Points     

How to 
improve 

·Preposition/expre-
ssion use 
·The past tense use 

·Insertion of
transition words for 
logical connections 
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between sentences  
Deduction 
Points     

6 

Good 
Points     

How to 
improve 

Verb tense 
Spelling     

Deduction 
Points     

7 

Good 
Points 

The use of present 
participle  
High level 

vocabulary use  

   

How to 
improve 

Vocabulary choice  
Spelling  

·The past tense use  
   

Deduction 
Points     

8 

Good 
Points 

·High level 
vocabulary use  
·The use of gerundive 
after the verb 
“continue” 

   

How to 
improve     

Deduction 
Points     

9 

Good 
Points 

Vocabulary choice  
The use of dummy 

“do”  

Elaborated 
description   

How to 
improve     

Deduction 
Points     

10 

Good 
Points 

The use of relative 
pronoun  
Vocabulary choice  

   

How to 
improve The verb tense     

Deduction 
Points     
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Similar to Rater A, Rater B attended to language, content, and 

organization of the texts while scoring essays. Also, she arrived at scoring 

decisions by deducting some points from the full mark, which is 10 points. 

Rater B’s distinctive scoring patterns could be summarized as in the following 

aspects. First, she was mostly concerned with grammaticality judgments 

during scoring processes. However, instead of taking off points for every 

erroneous or unnatural expressions, she provided revisions of those 

expressions. She mentioned that she deducted points only when at least two 

out of three required grammatical features (relative pronoun what, to-

infinitival used as adverb, present perfect progressive) were not used. Second, 

elaborated descriptions of life events were of great importance in measuring 

the quality of content. The following excerpt 3 illustrates how she mentioned 

about the detailed description of content.  

 

Excerpt 3. Rater B, 3rd Essay 

In the third line, this student said that “the preschool teacher 

took care of me.” I am curious about how she took care of her. 

A little more detailed elaboration on this would explain why 

this student wanted to be a preschool teacher. 
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However, the degree of elaborated description was not reflected into scoring 

decisions. She remarked that she only judged if the days of childhood, 

adolescence, adulthood, and old age were all covered in the essay for scoring 

decisions. For instance, as for the essay 1 and 3, she deducted points for the 

lack of description of the life in old age, not for the lack of elaborated 

description of life events in general. Consequently, her overall scoring 

processes and tendencies made her as a lenient rater, resulting in eight essays 

receiving full marks.  

4.2.3. Characteristics of Rater C and His Scoring Processes 

Rater C is a male English teacher who has 3.9 years of teaching 

experience at high school. He reported that “grammaticality,” “appropriate 

expression use,” and “coherence of the essay” are the significant traits to be 

considered during writing assessment. Despite his beliefs in the importance 

of the three aspects, he turned out to be “grammar-oriented rater” (Vaughan, 

1991) who gives “language” greater consideration in assessing second 

language writing ability. The excerpts 4 and 5 display his scoring tendencies.  
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Excerpt 4. Rater C, 5th Essay   

“I was born on April 20 in Seoul I moved to Sangamdong ... I 

entered to Sangji” I think to should not be used here. […] “I 

came back to Korea and I graduate Sangji elementary school,” 

from is missing here. This student made a lot of mistakes 

related to preposition. […] Besides the preposition use, this 

student made a lot of grammatical errors. I think I should 

deduct some points.  

 

Excerpt 5. Rater C, 4th Essay  

Overall, this essay contains high level of expressions and I 

cannot notice any big grammatical errors. I think I can give a 

high score for this one. 

 

As evidenced by the above excerpts, Rater C’s verbal reports were mostly 

concerned with grammaticality judgements, and consequently this scoring 

tendency led him to less consider “content.” Also, his scoring processes were 

mostly comprised of giving Korean interpretations to each line. That is, 
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instead of making efforts to comprehend the essay holistically, he was mostly 

engaged in line by line translations of the essays. The detailed scoring 

processes are described in Table 4.5. 

 

Table 4.5 

Rater C’s Scoring Processes  

  
Scoring Process Point 

deduc
tion  Language focus  Content focus  Organization 

focus  

1 

Good 
points    

Deduction 
Points 

·Several grammatical 
errors ·Bland storyline  -3 

2 

Good 
Points 

·Not many 
grammatical errors ·Comprehensibility   

Deduction 
Points    -1 

3 

Good 
Points      

Deduction 
Points 

·Unnatural expression 
use 
·Verb tense 
·Grammatical errors 

·Not concrete 
description of the 
writer’s life 

 -4 

4 

Good 
Points 

·Relative pronoun use 
·Good expression use  ·Long length   

Deduction 
Points     

5 

Good 
Points     

Deduction 
Points 

·A lot of grammatical 
errors   -4 

6 

Good 
Points     

Deduction 
Points 

·A lot of grammatical 
errors   -3 

7 Good ·Use of relative ·Comprehensibility   
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Points pronoun “what” 
Deduction 
Points     

8 Good 
Points     

Deduction 
Points  

·Illogical 
connection between 
sentences  

 -2 

9 Good 
Points ·Good expression use   ·Long length   

Deduction 
Points 

·Several grammatical 
errors    -1 

10 Good 
Points   ·Long length   

Deduction 
Points 

·Several grammatical 
errors   -2 

 

As can be seen in the above table, grammaticality judgement of 

essays had the major influence on scoring decisions. Another point to make 

is that Rater C exhibited a certain degree of inconsistent scoring tendencies. 

For instance, he deducted one point for having several grammatical errors 

from the ninth essay, but he deducted two points from the tenth essay. Even 

though he had plentiful experiences in writing assessment, he exhibited a 

rather unbalanced approach to scoring processes.  

4.2.4. Characteristics of Rater D and Her Scoring Processes 

Rater D is a female English teacher who has 0.8 years of teaching 

experience at high school. She reported that she had implemented writing 

assessment only once, which was to introduce Korean tourist sites. She 
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remarked that “comprehensibility” is the most important construct in writing 

assessment.  

 She started scoring processes by reading and interpreting the essays, 

pointing out grammaticality, comprehensibility, and expression use without 

displaying summarization strategy just like the other raters. However, what 

made her distinguished from other raters was that she created her own scoring 

rubric by undergoing three revisions. The first scoring rubric came out after 

reading the first essay. Table 4.6 summarizes Rater D’s first scoring rubric.  

 

Table 4.6 

The First Version    

 Scoring Focus Scoring Guideline Assigned Points 
(1) Language The past tense use 3 
(2) Content Coherence of the content 7 

 

Her first scoring rubric consisted of two focuses: language and 

content. For the language focus, Rater D considered only if the past tense was 

used and assigned three points for this construct. Also, as for the content, she 

mostly considered the coherent flow of the content and seven points were 

assigned for this construct. Instead of specifying when to deduct points, full 
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marks were given if a particular essay satisfied the criteria.  

Then, after reading the fourth essay, Rater D decided to divide 

“content” into “organization” and “idea.” The excerpt 6 explains her thought 

processes for this decision.  

 

Excerpt 6. Rater D, 4th Essay  

This essay is perfect in terms of organization, being divided 

into three paragraphs by using signal words like “first,” 

“second,” and “lastly.” Seeing this, I thought it would be 

better to “content” into “organization” and “idea.” I am going 

to change the previous scoring rubric by assigning two points 

to “grammar,” three points to “organization,” and five points 

to “idea.” 

 

After allotting full points for each scoring category, she came up with more 

sophisticated scoring guidelines as reading through the essays. Specifically, 

as for “organization,” she considered if the essay included introduction, body, 

and conclusion with indentations. Also, the quality of content was decided by 
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whether the writer’s whole life was covered. The following excerpt 7 

describes how she came to judge the levels of the content in detail.  

 

Excerpt 7. Rater D, 4th Essay  

This essay is mostly talking about school days like how she 

studied math or how she entered a good university. I think the 

writers’ days of old age should be more described to make it 

as a good autobiography. So, I will deduct one point in content.  

  

In the end, Rater D’s revised version of scoring rubric was constructed as in 

Table 4.7.  

 

Table 4.7 

The Revised Version 

Scoring Focus Scoring Guideline Assigned Points 
(1) Language  The use of the past tense  2 

(2) Content Organization Introduction, body, and conclusion     3 8 
Idea  Covering the whole life (up to the 80s) 5 

 

When she has read up to the 7th essay, she thought that four 
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grammatical features (to-infinitival as adverb, what as relative pronoun, 

present perfect progressive, and non-restrictive relative pronoun) were 

required to be used by noticing the highlights. This made her establish the 

final version as illustrated in Table 4.8.  

 

Table 4.8  

The Final Version 

Scoring Focus  Scoring Guideline Assigned 
Points 

(1) Language 

The use of 
required 

grammatical 
features 

·To-infinitive as adverb 0.5 

2 
·Present perfect progressive 0.5 
·What as relative pronoun  0.5 
·Non-restrictive relative pronoun  0.5 

(2) Content 

Organization ·Including three paragraphs: 
introduction, body and conclusion  3 3 

Idea 
·Covering the whole life (up to 
the 80s) -2 5 
·Low comprehensibility  -1 

 

In the final version, she looked for whether the four required 

grammatical features were used and assigned 0.5 points to each when making 

scoring decisions for language focus. However, the way evaluated the levels 

of idea was different from that of language and organization. Instead of 

assigning points for each scoring criteria, she took off one or two points when 

the essay seemed inadequate to be considered as a completed autobiography. 
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After coming up with the final version, she went back to the first essay to 

change her prior decisions. Only Rater D went through the whole set of essays 

again to apply the same scoring rubric. 

 In short, her scoring behaviors could be summarized in two ways. 

First, she thought of the specific writing constructs to be assessed and 

weighted them by considering relative significance. Second, she kept 

reviewing the previous essays to confirm her judgements. Even though this 

rater did not have extensive experiences in writing assessment compared to 

other raters, she demonstrated refined scoring processes by creating her 

scoring rubric and applying it to all essays in the same fashion. 

4.2.5. Characteristics of Rater E and Her Scoring Processes 

 Rater E, a female English teacher who has two years of teaching 

experience at high school, reported that she has conducted writing 

assessments usually through guided writing tasks. Also, she mentioned that 

adopting a balanced view toward “grammar” and “content” is important in 

assessing writing ability.  

The investigation of think-aloud protocols revealed that Rater E’s 

scoring processes were not different from Raters A, B, and C with respect to 
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their orientation to judging grammaticality. Even if she mentioned that 

coherence and grammatical correctness should be reflected to scores, she 

mostly based her scoring decisions on the grammaticality of the essays. Also, 

even though the writers described their lives vividly and in a well-organized 

format, full points were not given if grammatical or expressionistic errors 

were observed. Table 4.9 shows her scoring processes. 

 

Table 4.9 

Rater E’s Scoring Processes  

 
Scoring Process Point 

deducti
on  Language focus  Content focus  Organization 

focus 

1 

Good 
points    

Deduction 
Points 

·Grammatical errors  
·Spelling mistakes 
·Misuse of 
prepositions  

·Low coherence  

 

-2 

2 

Good 
Points  

·Elaborated 
description of the 
writer’s job  

 
 

Deduction 
Points 

·Omission of 
prepositions   -1 

3 

Good 
Points  ·   

Deduction 
Points 

·Verb tense 
·Spelling mistakes  ·Low coherence   -2 

4 

Good 
Points  ·Coherent flow  ·Good 

organization   

Deduction 
Points     
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5 

Good 
Points     

Deduction 
Points ·Grammatical errors  

·The lack of 
meaningful life 
events  

 
-2 

6 

Good 
Points  ·Organized in a 

time-sequence 
  

Deduction 
Points ·Grammatical errors   -1 

7 

Good 
Points 

 ·Elaborated 
description  

  

Deduction 
Points ·Grammatical errors   -1 

8 

Good 
Points 

 ·Description of the 
writer’s life values 
·Organized in a 
time-sequence  

 

 

Deduction 
Points 

    

9 

Good 
Points 

 ·Elaborated 
description of the 
writer’s life  

 
 

Deduction 
Points 

·Minor grammatical 
errors  

  -1 

10 

Good 
Points 

 ·Elaborated 
description of the 
writer’s life 

  

Deduction 
Points 

·Minor grammatical 
errors 

  -1 

 

From the above table, it could be noticed that she made scoring 

decisions without weighting writing traits. To be more specific, as for the first 

essay, Rater E mentioned four deduction points and took off two points in the 

end. It is elusive which aspects affected more than others for the final scoring 

decisions. The excerpt 8 this scoring tendency.  
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Excerpt 8. Rater E, 1st Essay 

This essay contains many linguistic errors such as spelling 

mistakes, preposition misuse, article omission, and omission 

of transition words. Also, I cannot understand some 

expressions as well. So, I will give eight points to this one.  

 

As can be seen in the above excerpt, she arrived at scoring decision mainly 

based on the general impression of the essay, instead of coming up with 

specific scoring standards.  

4.2.6. Characteristics of Rater F and Her Scoring Processes 

Rater F, a female English teacher who has six years of teaching 

experience at middle school, reported that “linguistic accuracy” is the most 

important criteria to be reflected during writing assessment. When asked for 

the reason, she responded that only linguistic accuracy can be judged without 

making any controversy.  

 When grading the ten essays, she started the scoring processes by 

scanning the whole composition, mentioning features such as the quality of 

handwriting and the overall organization of the essay. According to Milanovic 
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et el. (1996), this reading tendency is termed as “the principled two-scan/read,” 

which is to scan the essay for length and appearance, followed by the second 

reading to confirm the initial decision. This initial scanning process was 

observed throughout the whole verbal reports. The following excerpts 9 and 

10 describe this behavior.  

 

Excerpt 9. Rater F, 6th Essay   

The title of this essay is “my happy life” and the neat 

handwriting gives a good impression of this essay.  

 

Excerpt 10. Rater F, 3rd Essay 

As soon as I saw the 3rd essay, I thought I should give a low 

score to it. Considering that the writer is a third grader, the 

levels of vocabularies and sentence structures are relatively 

simple.  

 

Rater F got to make the first impressions of the essays through the initial 
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scanning, which influenced the rest of scoring processes. Especially, when 

reading the third essay, Rater F received the negative first impression by the 

short length, clumsy handwriting, and the lack of paragraphing, which led her 

to give a lowest score out of the ten essays. This reading behavior is classified 

as “first impression dominating approach” according to Vaughan’s (1991) 

five reading styles.  

After overlooking the whole essay, this rater tried to grasp the content, 

mentioning significant life events covered in the essay. Then, at the last stage, 

she made evaluative scoring decisions by taking grammar and content into 

account. However, she did not construct any specific scoring guidelines for 

scoring decisions. Excerpt 11 illustrates how she made scoring decisions.  

 

Excerpt 11. Rater F, 5th Essay  

I'd like to give seven points to this one. Even though there are 

not many grammatical errors, but things like making friends, 

having a good teacher, going to school, and servicing army are 

insufficient to make it as a good autobiography.  
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Like this, after reading the whole essay, she came to make evaluative 

decisions by taking off some points when the given essay does not satisfy her 

scoring standards. The detailed scoring processes are described in Table 4.10. 

 

Table 4.10 

Rater F’s Scoring Processes  

 
Scoring Process Point 

deducti
on  Language focus  Content focus  Organizati

on focus 

1 

Good 
points 

·Not many 
grammatical errors 
·High level expressions 

 
 

 

Deduction 
Points 

·Omission of article(-1) 
 

 
-3 ·Two awkward 

expressions(-2) 

2 

Good 
Points     

Deduction 
Points ·Grammaticality(-2)  ·Short 

length(-1) -3 

3 

Good 
Points      

Deduction 
Points 

·Simple sentence 
structure 

·Not covering the 
writer’s whole life  
·Pointless 
development  

 -5 

4 

Good 
Points 

·Rich expression use  
·No grammatical errors   ·Long length  

Deduction 
Points     

5 

Good 
Points     

Deduction 
Points 

·Two instances of 
ungrammatical 
expressions (-2) 

·Listing of life 
events (-1)   -3 

6 Good 
Points     
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Deduction 
Points 

·Simple sentence 
structure(-1)  

·Short 
length  
(-2) 

-3 

7 

Good 
Points  

·Elaborated 
description of life 
events 

·Long length  

Deduction 
Points     

8 

Good 
Points     

Deduction 
Points  ·Simple contents   -2 

9 

Good 
Points 

·High level expression 
use 
·No grammatical errors  

·Comprehensibility     

Deduction 
Points     

10 

Good 
Points ·No grammatical errors  

·Detailed 
description of her 
life  
·Expressed the 
values of her life  

·Long length  

Deduction 
Points     

Rater F’s scoring processes revealed her five scoring behaviors as the 

following. First, she made more comments on language-related features than 

content and textual organization, and second, when it comes to content, 

elaborated descriptions of life events were appreciated. Third, inconsistent 

scoring methods were observed from the verbal reports. For instance, Rater F 

deducted one point for the second essay because of the short length, but two 

points for the sixth essay, even though the both essays filled up to 15 lines. 

Fourth, it is elusive which writing trait received more weight than others. As 
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she mostly made her scoring decisions without specific scoring guidelines, 

how she arrived at the final decision was not clearly accounted for. Lastly, she 

pointed out grammatical mistakes but did not provide any revisions for them. 

Except for the scoring sequence where Rater F exhibited the initial scanning 

of the scripts, the rest of scoring processes was similar to that of Raters A, B, 

C, and E. That is, they did not create specific scoring guidelines and based 

their evaluative decisions mostly on grammaticality and general impression 

of the essays.  

4.2.7. Characteristics of Rater G and Her Scoring Processes 

Rater G is a female rater who has 10 years of teaching experience at 

high school. She reported that “reliable scoring” is the most important trait to 

be considered during scoring processes and also, it is necessary to set a 

detailed scoring rubric in advance and notify students of it before writing 

sessions.  

 Rater G’s scoring processes can be summarized in two ways. First, 

she mainly took “content” and “grammar” into consideration without 

weighting constructs just like the other raters. Second, she constantly made 

scoring decisions through the comparison to other essays. As mentioned 
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above, the scoring strategy of comparison is a part of macro-strategies, which 

are mostly observed in experienced raters (see 4.3.1), and lastly, she 

constructed her own scoring rubric after reading the all essays and revised her 

initial decisions according to it. The excerpt 12 displays this scoring behavior.  

  

Excerpt 12. Rater G’s comment  

I set three scoring criteria by reading through all the 

essays. First, did the essay deal with the writer’s whole life? 

Second, did the essay contain the required grammatical 

features? Third, are there any other grammatical errors in the 

essay? Keeping these scoring criteria in mind, I am going to 

go back to the first one to see if my first decisions need 

changes.  

The first student barely fulfills the requirements, so I 

think I have to change it to 6 points. The second student 

satisfies the three criteria, so it stays at 10. About the third 

composition, it is hard to find if it follows all the requirements 

and also it has too many grammatical errors. As I cannot 

deduct points for every error, I’ll deduct one point for one to 
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two errors, two points for three to four errors, three points for 

five to seven errors. For those with more than seven errors, 

four points are deducted. Besides the content of the third essay 

being too simple, I should deduct one more point. Thus, it gets 

five points.  

The first paragraph of the excerpt 12 describes Rater G’s own scoring 

guidelines and the second paragraph details how she regraded the essays. 

Moreover, when re-grading the third essay, she came up with more 

sophisticated scoring criteria about how many points to take off for the 

number of grammatical errors. Based on the whole verbal reports, Rater G’s 

scoring rubric was created as in Table 4.11.  

 

Table 4.11  

Rater G’s Scoring Rubric   

Scoring Focus Scoring Guideline Scoring  

Language 

The use of 
required 

grammatical 
features 

·To-infinitival is missing  -1 
·Non-restrictive use of relative pronoun is 
missing -1 

·Present perfect progressive is missing  -1 

Linguistic 
correctness 

·1-2 grammatical errors  -1 
·3-4 grammatical errors  -2 
·5-7 grammatical errors  -3 
·More than 7 errors  -4 
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Content 

Organization 
·Not showing the appropriate textual format 
(indentation or paragraphing) -1 

·Length (less than 150 words) -1 

Topic 
development 

·Repetition  -1 
·Listing of events -1 
·Not covering the whole life  -1 
·Non-coherent flow  -1 

 

First, the scoring category of language focus was comprised of two parts: the 

use of required grammatical features and linguistic correctness. While reading 

the essays, Rater G thought that three grammatical features (to-infinitival, 

non-restrictive use of relative pronoun, and present perfect progressive) were 

required to be used. So, this rater deducted points for the number of the 

required grammatical features that were missing. Next, as for “linguistic 

correctness,” she deducted points for the number of grammatical errors such 

as the omission of articles or misuse of singular/plural forms. 

With regards to the assessment of “content,” Rater G considered 

“organization” and the “topic development.” For the organization, the overall 

structure of the essay and the length were taken into account. Lastly, for topic 

development, Rater G deducted one point when the essay did not show 

concise and logical development of ideas. The following excerpts display 

how she came to formulate scoring criteria when judging the quality of 

content.  
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Excerpt 13. Rater G, 3rd Essay  

In general, the writer of this essay mostly listed life events 

without elaborating her own identity or the values of her life. 

Also, I could see some redundancies in the repetitive 

descriptions of her changing dreams. So, I think I should 

deduct one or two points for topic development.  

 

Excerpt 14. Rater G, 6th Essay  

This student described her imaged future very specifically, but 

I think she concentrated too much on how she got a job. I am 

going to deduct one point for this as autobiography is ought 

to describe the whole life. 

As could be observed, she established her own scoring rubric while reading 

through essays one by one, which influenced her scoring decisions.  

4.2.8. Characteristics of Rater H and Her Scoring Processes 

Rater H, a female English teacher who has seven years of teaching 

experience at high school, reported the variety use of vocabularies and 
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expression of ideas are more important than grammatical accuracy in writing 

assessment. She responded that she took a total of 10 process-oriented writing 

sessions throughout college, graduate school, and teacher training courses.  

 Before starting to read the essay, she looked over the essay for 

organization, the number of paragraphs, and the length just like Rater G. 

However, her unique reading styles were found in the following aspects. First, 

she tried to understand the main points of the essay through summarization. 

Second, she continuously displays personal engagement with the writer. The 

excerpt 15 illustrates this reading strategy.  

 

Excerpt 15. Rater H, 9th Essay   

I've only read up to two paragraphs, but I could see that this 

student thought a lot about what he wants to do in the future. 

I can vividly picture his life in my head by the way he 

described his life. If I could get a chance, I want to have a talk 

with this student.  

 

As explained in Section 2.2.1.1, personal engagement is defined as 
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“psychological link with the writer” (Vaughan, 1991) and “taking time to 

interact with students’ writing” (Huot, 1993). The excerpt 15 clearly 

demonstrates Rater H’s engagement and sympathizing with the writer. Huot 

(1993) asserted that personal engagement is typically observed in experienced 

raters and this is what differentiates Rater H from others. Third, she tried to 

judge if the grammatical errors were local or global errors. If certain errors 

do not cause significant misunderstandings, she did not deduct any points for 

those errors. The following excerpt manifests this scoring behavior.  

 

Excerpt 16. Rater H, 6th Essay  

“Company sales was increased” is a wrong expression and 

passive expression is one of the common mistakes committed 

by students. However, as this does cause big misunder-

standing, I won’t deduct a point for this.  

 

Fourth, she provided the ways of improving the quality of the essays. For 

instance, as for the fifth essay, she commented that deleting redundant parts 

or adding more stories after retirement would make the essay better. Table 
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4.12 describes Rater H’s detailed scoring processes and deduction points.  

 

Table 4.12 

Rater H’s Scoring Processes  

  
Scoring Process Point 

deducti
on  Language focus  Content focus  Organization 

focus 

1 

Good 
points 

·Rich expression 
·Grammatical 
accuracy

·Coherent 
development 

   

How to 
improve   ·Paragraphing  

Deduction 
Points 

·Local grammatical 
errors   ·No title -4 

2 

Good 
Points ·Verb tense  ·Elaborated 

description  
·Title  
·Paragraphing   

How to 
improve  

·Use a variety of 
vocabularies     

Deduction 
Points    -2 

3 

Good 
Points      

How to 
improve   ·Paragraphing   

Deduction 
Points  

·Focused only on 
how dreams 
changed  

 -4 

4 

Good 
Points 

·Rich expression 
·Use of 
grammatical 
features   

·Logical 
development  

·Easy to read  
·Indentation 
·Signal words  

 

How to 
improve     

Deduction 
Points     

5 Good 
Points     
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How to 
improve  

·Delete redundant 
parts  
·More stories after 
retirement  

  

Deduction 
Points 

·Repetitive 
vocabulary use 
·Simple sentence 
structure   

  -5 

6 

Good 
Points ·Verb tense  ·Topic development    

How to 
improve     

Deduction 
Points 

 ·Limited use of 
vocabulary   -4  

7 

Good 
Points 

·Use of 
grammatical 
features  
·Rich expression 
use 

·Good introduction 
·Coherent 
development   

·Long length  
·Title   

How to 
improve     

Deduction 
Points     

8 

Good 
Points  ·Unnatural 

expressions    

How to 
improve   ·Paragraphing  

Deduction 
Points 

·Simple sentence 
structure  
·Limited use of 
vocabulary   

  -4 

9 

Good 
Points 

·No grammatical 
errors  
·Rich expression 
use  

·Elaborated 
description  ·Paragraphing   

How to 
improve  ·Verb tense     

Deduction 
Points     

10 

Good 
Points 

·No grammatical 
errors  

·Reflected the 
bygone days  
·Good conclusion  

  

How to 
improve     
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Deduction 
Points     

 

What draws attention in the above table is that she deducted some points 

without even mentioning deduction points as in the second essay. It is thought 

that this could be possible as she made scoring decisions through the 

comparison with other essays. In other words, she adopted “norm-referenced 

assessment” when evaluating the quality of the essays. Thus, the aspects of 

writing she more attended to can be only limitedly explained through the 

investigation her scoring processes.  

4.2.9. Characteristics of Rater I and Her Scoring Processes 

Rater I, a female English teacher who has five years of teaching 

experience at middle school, reported that she put emphasis on “content” and 

“creativity” when scoring essays. Reflecting this view, she graded students’ 

essays with higher significance given to “content” and “creativity” than to 

“grammar” and “expression use.”  

Her scoring behaviors could be summarized in four aspects. First, she 

started scoring processes by reading and interpreting the essay without 

scanning for the overall layout. Second, while reading the essay, she behaved 
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more like a reader, not a rater. Instead of making judgements about the essay, 

she tried to understand what the writer wanted to say and the writers’ 

personality. The excerpt 17 displays her reading style.  

 

Excerpt 17. Rater I, 8th Essay  

This writer expressed the important values of his life, which 

is being active and enthusiastic about everything. Even 

though now he is old and not healthy as he was in the past, he 

is saying that he will keep pursuing his life.       

 

Third, she made self-cautionary comments to guard against making 

prejudgments. The following excerpt 18 displays this tendency.  

 

Excerpt 18. Rater I, 10th Essay 

I think this student’s personality was not expressed enough in 

this essay. To me, the life events described here seemed rather 

superficial. I think I should deduct some points for this. 
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However, subjective this perspective could be, I will deduct 

only one point for this.   

 

Considering that measuring the quality of the content could be more 

subjective than that of language use, she chose not to deduct many points for 

content. Fourth, she constructed her own scoring rubric throughout the 

reading processes. Interestingly, she did not put much emphasis on linguistic 

features compared to other raters. She did neither look for the required 

grammatical features nor count the number of grammatical errors. Instead, 

this rater deducted one point for simple sentence structure and grammatical 

errors regardless of its frequency. Also, when assessing the content, she 

mostly considered “topic development,” deducting one point when the essay 

seemed not logical or lacked in creativity. Table 4.13 describes Rater I’s 

detailed scoring criteria.  
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Table 4.13 

Rater I’s Scoring Rubric   

Scoring Focus  Guideline Scoring  

(1) Language  
Syntactic features ·Simple sentence structure -1 
Linguistic 
correctness  

·Grammatical errors (regardless of 
the number of errors) -1 

(2) Content Topic 
development 

·Not showing the logical topic 
development -1 

·Listing of events  -1 
·Lack of details of life events -1 
·Lack of creativity  -1 

 

Up to now, all the participants’ verbal reports were analyzed from qualitative 

perspectives. In the following section, a summary of a total of nine 

participants’ scoring processes is going to be presented to figure out the 

similarities and differences across them.   

4.2.10. Summary  

 In short, the nine participants’ scoring behaviors could be 

characterized in terms of the ensuing aspects. First, most of the raters were 

more involved in grammaticality judgement than they were in measuring the 

quality of the content. Some raters factored the number of errors into the 

scoring decisions, while others considered whether those errors hindered the 
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readers’ comprehension of the essays. Second, when it comes to content, the 

majority number of the raters considered “elaborated topic development.” 

Third, some raters exhibited expert raters’ scoring behaviors. In the Chapter 

2, the characteristics of expert raters’ scoring behaviors were discussed in 

three aspects: making a scoring rubric, showing personal engagement with 

the writer, and displaying the initial scanning of the essay. In this study, three 

raters (Raters D, G, and I) came up with their own scoring rubric while or at 

the end of reading the essays. Also, two raters (Raters G and I) showed 

“personal engagement with the writer.” They perceived the writer of the essay 

as the author, showing emphasizing with the writer. Lastly, two raters (Raters 

G and H) displayed the initial scanning of the overall essay. In the next section, 

Korean English teachers’ key scoring behaviors are going to be formulated 

based on the findings so far.  

4.3 Key Scoring Behaviors  

The analysis of verbal reports rendered the key 12 scoring behaviors1 

and these were categorized by three strategies, judgement, macro-judgement 

1 This table was established with reference to Cumming et al.’s (2002, p. 88) “Descriptive 
framework of the decision-making behaviors while rating TEOFL writing tasks.” 
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and interpretation strategies. Then, judgement and interpretation strategies 

were further divided into three scoring focuses, which were language, 

organization, and content. Table 4.14 describes them in detail.  

 

Table 4.14 

Korean English Teachers’ Scoring Behaviors  

Strategies  Scoring 
behavior Description 

Judgement  
Strategies 

Language 
focus 1 

Assessing 
linguistic 

correctness 

Assessing grammatical correctness or 
the use of expressions in context 
·Discerning between local and global 
error 

Organization 
focus 2 

Assessing 
textual 

structures 

·Assessing the text organization, 
length, and paragraphing  

Content 
focus 3 Assessing topic 

development 

·Assessing the way how the ideas are 
developed. 
·Usually measured by degree of the 
elaborated description of instances, 
creativity of the content, or whether it 
shows autobiographical development. 

Macro-judgement 
Strategies  

4 Creating scoring 
rubric 

Devising the rater’s own scoring 
rubric 

5 Comparing with 
other essays 

Referring to the previous essays when 
making scoring decisions 
·Changing the first scoring decision 

Inter- 
pretation 
Strategy 

Language 
focus 6 

Commenting on 
linguistic 
features 

Commenting on grammatical 
correctness and expression use 
Commenting on orthographic features  

Organization 
focus 7 

Commenting on 
textual 

organization  

Commenting on text organization, 
length, the use of title, or paragraphing 

Content 
focus 

8 
Reading and 

interpreting the 
essay 

·Reading aloud the lines and giving 
Korean interpretations 

9 Summarization ·Giving a brief summary about the 
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essay 
·Confined to “content” related 
comments 

10 
Commenting on 

topic 
development 

·Concerned with coherent development 
of the content 
·Including comments on creativity or 
elaborated description of life  

11 Commenting on 
Cohesion 

·Considering the sentence level 
connection (e.g., the use of linker or 
the connectedness of the two 
sentences) 

12 
Making an 

overall 
impression 

·Commenting on the first/overall 
impression of the essay  
·Making personal 
judgements/engagements with the 
writer 

 

In what follows, the way each scoring strategy and behavior was constructed 

will be explained with the participants’ verbal reports.  

4.3.1. Judgment and Macro-Judgement Strategies and Scoring 

Behaviors  

Judgement strategies indicate the raters’ evaluation strategies for 

formulating a score and these are further categorized into three focuses: 

language, organization, and content.  

For starter, “language focused judgement strategy” includes the first 

scoring behavior “assessing linguistic correctness.” This is to judge 

grammaticality and the appropriateness of expression use in context. Also, it 
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encompasses judging if the errors are local or global errors. Next, 

“organization focused judgement strategy” contains the scoring behavior of 

“assessing textual structures,” which is to rate the quality of the essay in terms 

of the number of paragraphs, use of indentation, or length of the essay. Third, 

“content focused judgement strategy” contains “assessing topic development,” 

which is usually measured through the degrees of concrete descriptions of 

instances, creativity of the content, or whether it shows autobiographical 

development.  

Macro-judgement strategies are defined as the behaviors that the 

raters exhibited when deciding how to deal with the overall set of 

compositions” (Cumming et al., p. 72). More specifically, these refer to the 

raters’ establishing specific criteria on which they base their judgements and 

the researchers claimed that “the raters with extensive experiences in 

assessing EFL compositions adopted macro-judgement strategies to guide 

their judgements and confirm their scoring criteria” (Cumming et al., p. 75). 

In this current study, the fourth and fifth scoring behaviors were thought to be 

included in macro-judgement strategies. The fourth scoring behavior, 

“creating scoring rubric,” refers to coming up with the rater’s own specific 

scoring guidelines and the fifth scoring behavior “comparing with other 
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essays” is to change the initial judgements after reading other essays. Excerpt 

19 illustrates the fifth scoring behavior.  

 

Excerpt 19. Rater D, 4th Essay   

The previous essay vividly illustrated what is going to happen 

in the future. The writer mentioned instances such as running 

a restaurant, her business getting popularity, and opening 

restaurant branches at the age of 64. I can give five points for 

the previous one for including these specific examples. 

However, in this case, this essay focused too much on “going 

to university,” which is not likely to be memorable at the age 

of 80. So, I will deduct one point for content part. 

 

In what follows, the specific scoring behaviors shown when raters interpret 

the quality of essays are going to be explained.  

4.3.2. Interpretation Strategies and Scoring Behaviors  

 Interpretation strategies are used for the aim of comprehending the 
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compositions and these are further divided by three focuses: language, 

organization, and content focus. First, “language focused interpretation 

strategy” includes the sixth scoring behavior, “commenting on linguistic 

features.” To illustrate, it refers to the comments on grammatical correctness, 

expression use, and orthographical features. Next, “organization focused 

interpretation strategy” includes the seventh scoring behavior, “commenting 

on text format,” which is concerned with mentioning text organization, length, 

use of title, or paragraphing.  

Lastly, “content focused interpretation strategies” contain five 

scoring behaviors. The eighth scoring behavior “reading and interpreting the 

essays” indicates the raters’ reading aloud the essays and giving Korean 

interpretations to it. This strategy is shown as the most fundamental behavior 

to get the scoring processes started. The ninth scoring behavior is to give a 

brief summary of the essay and only content-related comments were counted 

as this behavior. In other words, a summary of the overall grammaticality of 

the essay was excluded. The tenth scoring behavior, “commenting on topic 

development” deals with the overall development of the essay. This is rather 

a broad concept, since it includes comments on creativity, coherence, specific 

description of life events, and judging if the essay covers the writer’s whole 
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life. Excerpt 20 shows rater I’s thoughts on topic development. This rater gave 

credits for time sequenced topic development. 

 

Excerpt 20. Rater I, 2nd Essay  

The life events in this essay are organized chronologically. 

This student wrote that she went to a specialized high school, 

opened a bakery at the age of 20, and did other things two 

years later. Putting her ideas in a time order makes this easy 

to read.  

 

Also, the concerns about creativity and elaborated description of life events 

can be observed in excerpt 21.  

 

Excerpt 21. Rater I, 10th Essay  

I can see the logical flow in this essay, but the life events are 

not described concretely enough. Also, it is limited in 

creativity. This one could have written better with some 
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detailed examples, I guess.   

The eleventh scoring behavior “commenting on cohesion” is to consider the 

sentence level connections such as the use of transition words or linkers. 

Lastly, the twelfth scoring behavior “making an overall impression” contains 

several types of comments: commenting on the first impression by scanning 

the whole composition, making personal engagement, and giving an overall 

judgement at the end of the assessment.  

So far, the key 12 scoring behaviors of Korean English teachers were 

described by three strategies with the participants’ excerpts. To be more 

specific, the configuration of scoring behaviors supports Wolfe’s (1997) 

model of scorer cognition as it explains how raters perceive the quality of the 

essay influences their processing actions. That is, interpretation strategies 

influence judgement/macro-judgement strategies and also, judgement/macro-

judgment strategies affect back to interpretation strategies as well.  

In the end, these findings are expected to help explain the aspects of 

writing the raters more attended to and discover their internalized scoring 

processes when arriving at the scoring decisions.  
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4.4. Discussion  

The current study explored a total of nine Korean English teachers 

scoring processes through think-aloud protocol analysis. In the previous 

sections, descriptive accounts of the participants’ verbal reports were 

presented along with the key 12 scoring behaviors found commonly across 

them. In this section, the participants’ scoring tendencies are going to be 

discussed in two aspects: the effects of the length of teaching career on 

individual differences in scoring behaviors and the degree of consistency 

between the perceived significance of writing constructs and the actually 

weighted constructs.  

For starter, to see if the effects of the length of teaching career on 

individual differences in scoring behaviors, Table 4.15 shows all raters’ 

scoring characteristics by the length of their teaching career. Also, each rater’s 

individual scoring differences were thought in terms of the scoring focuses 

and the demonstration of expert raters’ scoring behaviors. More specifically, 

in this study, expert raters’ scoring behaviors were summarized by three 

scoring characteristics: making a scoring rubric, showing personal 

engagement with the writer, and displaying the initial scanning.  
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The above table shows that the raters were not much differentiated in 

terms of the focuses of scoring. That is, raters except for C and E took 

language and content into consideration when judging the quality of the 

essays and four raters reflected textual organization to scoring decisions. Here, 

the participants’ experiential backgrounds do not seem to have played a part. 

However, when it comes to the demonstrations of expert raters’ 

scoring behaviors, the raters’ differing length of teaching career seemed to 

have contributed to individual differences. Except for Rater D, who showed 

the scoring behavior of “making a scoring rubric,” those raters with more than 

five years of teaching experiences were more likely to display those behaviors. 

For the second discussion point, only Rater G exhibited high degree 

of consistency between the perceived significance of the writing constructs 

and actually weighted writing construct. To illustrate, Rater G reported that 

“setting a scoring rubric and adopting objective scoring procedures” were 

important on the preliminary survey and she came up with a scoring rubric 

during scoring processes.  

However, except for her, the other raters manifested discrepancies 

between their beliefs and the focuses of scoring. In case of Raters A, B, D, F, 

H, and I, the focuses of scoring outnumbered the writing constructs they 
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perceived important. That is, they mostly reported one construct, either 

content or grammar, is important before starting the scoring processes, but 

during the actual scoring processes, more than two constructs were reflected 

into scoring decisions. Meanwhile, Raters C and E mentioned that both 

content and grammar were important traits, but “language” was the sole 

scoring focus of their scoring processes.  

For now, the reasons for these discrepancies could not be explicitly 

explained due to insufficient information about the participants. Future 

studies involving larger participants and thorough retrospective interviews 

with them are expected to explain this matter.  
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 

 The present study has sought to identify the strategies that are used 

by Korean English teachers while scoring written compositions. Section 5.1 

summarizes the major findings of the study based on the results of qualitative 

analysis reported in Chapter 4. Then, Section 5.2 will discuss pedagogical 

implications this study brings in and lastly, Section 5.3 concludes the thesis 

by reporting the limitations and making suggestions for future research.   

5.1 Major Findings 

 The guiding question for this study was “What strategies do the 

Korean English teachers often use when making scoring decisions?” To 

address this research question, a qualitative analysis of think-aloud protocols 

was utilized. The analysis of think-aloud protocols revealed the following 

scoring behaviors across the raters.  

 First, Korean English teachers took grammar, content, and 

organization into account when measuring the quality of the essays. In more 

detail, grammar played the greatest role in deciding the score than the other 

two constructs. When it comes to content, the task completion and elaborated 

description were considered important. As for organization, the length of the 
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essay or paragraphing were reflected to scoring decisions.  

 Second, the raters with longer experiences in writing assessment 

exhibited the characteristics of expert raters’ scoring behaviors. They were 

more likely to demonstrate scanning for the whole text, making a scoring 

rubric, and showing personal engagement with the writer than less 

experienced raters. From this, it was assumed that the amount of experiences 

in writing assessment could be a meaningful variable in accounting for the 

individual differences in scoring processes.    

 Overall, this study complements the existing studies about EFL 

English teachers’ scoring processes. It explored the aspects of writing the 

participants more attended to and explored the grounds on which they make 

scoring decisions. Ultimately, this study is expected to shed some light on the 

development of scoring rubrics for writing assessment and help rater trainers 

to develop reliable and fair scoring protocols. 

5.2 Implications of the Findings   

 The discussion of the Korean English teachers’ scoring behaviors 

provides meaningful implications to writing assessments in classroom 

environment. First, norming and training sessions are necessitated for the 
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settlement of reliable and valid implementation of writing assessments. The 

raters were varied in the aspects of writing constructs they attended to and the 

weight they assigned. Also, they showed a certain degree of discrepancy 

between the perceived significance of writing constructs and the actual 

scoring focuses. Through the rater discussion, individual raters’ differing 

expectations and personal criteria can reach a consensus, and this would 

eventually ensure a higher degree of inter-and intra-rater reliability.  

 Second, teachers should be more like an instructor or a reader of 

essays, instead of a rater. Wiseman (2012) put that the EFL teachers frequently 

feel pressure to prepare for the test and meet the criteria outlined in the rubric. 

In this current study, the teachers’ tendency to treat the writing assessment as 

a test was obviously witnessed. However, for the pursuit of the learners’ 

improvement in second language writing ability, the EFL teachers should shift 

their focus from detecting errors toward seeing the writer’s self-expression 

and communication with the audience. In the end, the shift of the rater’s 

perspective could consolidate the formative role of assessment, which 

supports the development of second language writing skills in the classroom. 
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5.3 Limitations and Suggestions for the Future Research 

 The current study revealed Korean English teachers’ key scoring 

behaviors and provided insights into EFL teachers’ conception of the writing 

assessment. However, this study is not free from limitations. First, the size of 

the participant sample of this study was relatively small, largely due to the 

qualitative nature of the research methodology. Consequently, the results of 

the study should be interpreted with caution. Future research involving a 

larger sample size would help verify the validity of the current research.  

 Next, the task of a think-aloud protocol may have caused additional 

cognitive burden on the cognitive demands of completing the scoring task. 

Also, the participants could have had differing levels of familiarity with or 

dedication to the think-aloud task. Therefore, the results of the current study 

should be interpreted with such factors into account. Future research is 

recommended with more training provided to participants so that they become 

highly familiar and competent with the think-aloud tasks.  

Despite these limitations, this study, together with future research 

efforts in exploring scoring processes would aid in set up a more reliable and 

valid writing assessment systems in classroom environment.  
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